Minutes 18th October 2021 Tangimoana Community Committee meeting written by Hilary Oxley.
Present: Denise Deacon, Paul Gregon , Annie, Andrew Quarrie, Hilary Oxley.
Report from Andrew re MDC business:
In 2025 Feilding , and P.N., aim to hold the Special Olympics for NZ .
MDC overcharged the rates. It wasn’t noticed until after they had sent out the 1st rates demand so
the next 3 of the 4 installments will be reduced appropriately.
MDC said No to the 3 waters idea, so far.
And other interesting things that did not get written down.
West Square planting:
There is not enough wind shelter at the picnic table in the greenery at West Square near the public
toilet so recent bus load of visitors had to picnic right beside the road. We could grow some slightly
taller trees on the west side of the flax that is there. Hilary will check with Karen Stack and discuss
with Duncan of Rec Services.

101 Years as Tangimoana celebrations:
The community committee members present
signed an authority for our chairperson and
treasurer to apply for funding from Eastern and
Central Community Trust for ‘101 Years as
Tangimoana’. We are applying for $ for history
signs, promotional signs and posters etc., food,
music in the park expenses.
The cost for a sign made and fixed to the LHS of
the sign near the start of town promoting the
‘101 Years as Tangimoana’ celebration is $38
+GST.
The 15 large history signs that are being made
for the ‘101 Years as Tangimoana’ celebration
could be either hung up and taken down on the
inside of the hall whenever wanted … or they
could be installed permanently on the exterior
walls of the hall. The advantage of this is that
they are likely to be read by more people in
passing, partly because when inside the hall the
occasion when they will be hung are likely to be
ones when we are talking to people rather than reading. Here is a photo of what a similarly large
sign looks like on the outside of a building on the Wellington waterfront. The quote for the 15 rollup interiors signs is $1295 +GST and for the 15 exterior signs is $1997+GST. We will apply for funding
for the larger amount.

Green waste maintenance:
The meeting agreed to pay $100 to a Green Waste caretaker each time they push up the green
waste to make room for more. This depends on us having that much money in the collection from
what has been paid by those that have collected/returned the key to the greenwaste from the dairy.
We will get the caretaker to sign a receipt.
Hall Useage:
The hall was recently used from Thursday until Sunday by the Woodville based youth group. Some of
us thought it would be nice to help them out by not charging hireage for the hall. Currently we just
get enough money from hall hire to cover pour expenses. They have made several useful gifts to the
hall for everyone who uses the hall to make use of. However they also say that money is not a
difficult issue for this particular youth group. We discussed some other ways we could show our
support for the group.

BWOF at Hall:
MDC recently did a Building warrant of Fitness Inspection on the hall (a once every 5 years event). It
failed because we need to have a form that we date and sign to say that we have inspected the exits
ways and egress every day when the hall is in use to ensure that final exits can be opened and are
not locked, barred or blocked and that door-locking devices are clearly visible, easily operated
without a key or other security device. Final exits need to be clearly identified, free of obstructions
and easily used. We have now made a form for this purpose and told MDC that we believe their
invoice for $213.00 for this audit of this community facility should be met by the MDC.

